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Soteriology

(theology of salvation)

& related issues

Note.The following is a philosophical and theological presentation of the gospel, which can be useful for apologetic purposes.
I originally created it for a two-week intersession elective on theological English while I was teaching at Korea University.
Class note. The following information on soteriology and related items is provided in the form of a handout. This is because (1)
I want to catch up on other important topics in the course, and (2) some of these issues are controversial and difficult to cover
briefly or satisfactorily in this kind of class format without getting bogged down in controversy, and (3) as an English teacher at
a secular (non-religious) college, I have ethical obligations to focus on language teaching, and I can't use the class as a forum
to "preach" my views to others, especially on senstive issues like these. In this handout I will outline different viewpoints and
explain classical church theology regarding such things, and why I find it a better approach.

1. Doctrine of sin (hamartiology).
Classical church teaching holds that humanity is depraved (morally corrupt), due to both particular behaviors or

attitudes that are wrongful, immoral, or evil, but also because of our evil nature. This evil nature is an inherent part of
our nature that we are born with, which goes back to the fall of humanity thru Adam (note that the Bible blames Adam
for this, not Eve). Yet all people are free moral agents with free will, and are responsible for their behavior and for who
they are. Thus, they are guilty before God for both sin (the inherent nature) and sins (specific violations of divine law).
This is called the doctrine of original sin. The first theologian to clearly articulate this in a systematic way was St.
Augustine, based on the relevant scripture passages, mainly in Genesis and Romans. This view was adopted by the
Catholic Church, as well as by most reformers (of the Reformation), most notably, Calvin and Luther, and most of
Protestantism afterwards.

The first challenge to this came from Pelagius, a 6th century British monk (considered a heretic by the church),
who believed that Adam's sin affected only himself and no one else, that people did not inherently have a corrupt moral
nature, that all others begin with an uncorrupted (sinless) nature that is later corrupted by specific sins that they
commit, and that people could save themselvs via either the gospel or by following the moral law ("good works").
Arminianism, named for the 16th century Dutch theologian, represents a less radical departure. This view holds that
individuals are not held responsible for their inherent sinful nature, only for specific sins they commit, and that it is
possible for people to counteract the influence of the original sin nature. People must be saved by divine grace (see
below), but it is possible to lose one's salvation due to subsequent sin (if one does not deal with it). In weaker forms,
this teaching was adopted by the Methodist Church, and the Eastern Orthodox Church takes a similar position.

In the 19th century, German theologians developed another school of theology, which was more liberal and
influenced heavily by relativism, naturalism/materialism (belief that only natural forces are at work in the world, and
no supernatural forces), and later, existentialism (ideas of Sartre, Hegel, etc.).This view became popular in the US
and other countries in the early 20th century. Modernistic or so-called "liberal" theology, being influenced by modern
philosophies and other religions, would take a viewpoint similar to Pelagianism, focusing more on living good moral
lives and the basic goodness and worth of humanity. Mainstream evangelical (conservative Protestant) and Catholic
views teaches the duality of humanity [1]. People are worthy and important in God's sight because they are created in
God's image (imago Dei in Latin)-- in that sense, "good". But they also carry an inherent evil nature which they are
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compelled to submit to and thereby offend the Creator. The most conservative types, fundamentalists and Calvinists,
focus soley on the depravity of humanity to the exclusion of the former counterbalancing concept of imago Dei and
human worth.

[1] See, e.g., Hans Kung (Catholic), Alan Shreck (Catholic), R.C. Sproul (Reformed/Presbyterian), Francis Schaeffer
(Reformed/Presbyterian).

2. Divine response.
Obviously, the Creator must respond to this situation in some way, because he is a personal being who cares

about people. This also violates the intended purpose for which humanity was created. The Bible describes the
intimate personal relationship that the Creator intends to have with people, and that people are to glorify their Creator.
This is seen most clearly in the paradise in Genesis, and in the description of heaven and the eternal afterlife at the
end of Revelation.

This situation puts two apsects of God's nature into conflict – his holiness and his love. His holiness entails
rightful hatred and judgment of evil, while his love entails love, acceptance, and deep relationship with people he
created. Views on how this moral conflict is resolved form the crucially distinguishing characteristics between religions
and religous world views. (While ethical philosophies like Confucianism deals solely with how to life rightly in this world,
more supernatural religions try to address the spiritual aspects of morality, like the problem of evil, how to escape the
influence of evil, salvation, etc.)

The immediate answer to the situation with respect to divine holiness is divine punishment for evil – both in this
life, and in the afterlife.

Advantages of this view:

• Satisfies the Creator's holiness and need for dealing with sin

• Addresses, at least partially, the problem of evil. While the Creator cannot override our free will and force us to
behave properly, he can punish us for our evil. Also, given all the injustice in the world that goes unpunished or
unresolved, it may be comforting that someday all people will face the Creator and receive punishment for evil
done in this life. (It may also be comforting to know that telemarketers and spam-mailers who bother us will end
up in that "bad place".) 

Disadvantages.

• This seems like an unpleasant solution, which doesn't sit well with us, especially since it goes against modern
viewpoints. The idea of human worth and dignity is intuitively strong to us, regardless of our religious beliefs, and
so the idea of eternal punishment seems especially disturbing to us (even to religously devout persons like
myself). Also, modern culture stresses tolerance, while the Bible states that many behaviors or attitudes that are
commonly accepted by society are actually offensive to the Creator.

    • In a real sense, it is also disturbing to the Creator, for it violates his nature of love. Being an emotionally and
intellectually complex Being, it is like he has to do so but doesn't like to do so. 

If there is to be any hope, more of a divine response beyond the immediate one is in order.

3. Theology of salvation.
Some basic views can be outlined as follows.

  1. classical (orthodox/evangelical) view: salvation by faith/grace (see below), as opposed to modern recent
approaches in liberal theology:

2. universalism: the belief that God will forgive and save everyone (or almost everyone), that people are
essentially "good" and will enter heaven.
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3. legalism: achieving salvation by "good works" – being good and doing good deeds in one's life –  trusting in
one's inherent goodness, and in God's willingness to forgive and look over one's sins

4. relativism: any (major) religion or method is a valid means of obtaining divine favor and obtaining salvation 

Advantages of modern views (#2, #4, and to some degree, #3):

• Satisfies the demands of divine love -- in his loving nature, the Creator would want that all persons be saved.

• Satisfies our human sensibilities, especially in the modern intellectual atmosphere of relativism, and our natural
desire for most people to be saved. 

Problems of modern views:

• The concept of universalism is not supported by biblical teaching (or any major monotheistic religion); rather, the
biblical literature clearly indicates eternal punishment for those who are deemed ungodly.

• These beliefs actually fail to address the problem of evil – no fundamental solution is offered for countering the
power of evil in human nature or the penalties & consequences for people's evil nature or acts.

• While these approaches satisfy the requirements of God's love, they completely fail to satisfy the
counterbalancing aspects of his nature – holiness, justice, righteousness. All these divine characteristics are
seen as absolute – absolute love, absolute holiness, absolute justice, etc., and so they must all be fully satisfied.
Here the conflict between these divine attributes is not resolved.

    • Advocates of these views will say that God can simply forgive or overlook evil & evil acts of a person (Islam and
other religions tend to take a similar view). Again, this fails to satisfy the aforementioned divine attributes. This
would satisfy the demands of divine love, but not divine justice, etc.

• For those who have suffered as victims of serious forms of evil (social injustice, crime, racism, etc.), there is no
justice, if their oppressors' evil acts can just be forgiven and they can go to heaven -- the moral problem of evil
is not satisfied here, either.

• If there is a certain level of evilness and wrong acts that the Creator can "tolerate", forgive, or overlook, nowhere
does the Bible state what levels are permissible or acceptable.

 • Nowhere does the Bible indicate what good things one must do or what bad things one must avoid for the
purpose of avoiding eternal punishment or attaining salvation. Such things are described in the Bible, but simply
as behavior that the Creator requires and expects, but not for the purpose of salvation. Taking scriptural
teachings of moral or godly behavior and attitudes as requirements or means of obtaining salvation represents
a superficial level of reading and understanding.

    • Thus, there is no way one can know for certain if one is saved. Either you don't know if you're meeting the
Creator's requirements for salvation, or if you think you are, you don't know if you will make moral errors later
that would endanger your salvation.

• Aside from the philosophical problems inherent in relativism, there is the problem of arbitrariness: How can we
know that any religious system is valid, especially if it a novel or man-made or recently created religious system?
Is it possible for anyone to create his/her own religious system and thereby attain salvation? If religions are
man-made, how can we trust their validity for important spiritual questions? If there is no God like the one
described in the Bible, these may not be problematic, but if there is, then this encounters difficulties. 

The other alternative: divine grace, salvation by faith
There is a fundamental conflict between absolute divine love, and absolute divine justice and holiness, toward

people who are morally fallen. For a person to live a moral life in a way that would meet all of the Creator's absolute
demands would be impossible. All persons commit wrongful or evil acts and have an inherent evil in their nature, so
it would be futile to attempt to gain the Creator's favor in this manner. No amount of good acts would compensate for
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one's wrongful acts or evil nature in the Creator's view.
In classical Christian theology, this is satisfied by the death of Christ, who dies as a substitute for all humanity.

All divine punishment and anger against evil is assumed by the Creator himself in the form of Christ in his suffering
on the cross (which was the real purpose of his death). He dies as a substite (ersatz) sacrifice for all sinners, and takes
all divine anger against sin and sinners, and all penalties for evil, upon himself. This makes it possible for persons to
be saved, if they accept the sacrificial work of Christ for them.

This entails entering into a total personal relationship with the Creator. This acceptance and relationship requires
faith – since this is a relationship with the Creator, faith is required for salvation. Thus, this is called salvation by faith,
as St. Paul preached in the New Testament, as as famous theologians like St. Augustine and Martin Luther preached.
This faith is of a personal and life transforming nature, and not just intellectual faith (e.g., not the same as intellectually
assenting to the proposition that the earth is round, or that E = mc2). 

This personal faith is described in the Bible as follows:

• Loving God with all of one's being -- heart, mind and soul [Deuteronomy 6:5] -- i.e., emotionally, intellectually,
psychologically, physically, spiritually

• Believing and trusting in God with all of one's being

    • [John 8, 10] Discipleship -- giving up everything to be a follower of Christ ("radical discipleship") [Luke 14]

• Accepting him as savior [Romans]

    • Complete surrender to him as the Lord of one's life

    • Repentace: full regret or sorrow for one's wrongful acts and nature, for not following God, and a desire to change
one's life (and to be changed by the Creator) [Matthew 3:2, 4:17] 

That is, it involves giving oneself fully to God, not just intellectually, but emotionally and volitionally; it involves total
commitment to Christ – an event that wholly transforms one’s life (unlike mere intellectual belief – e.g.,. believing in
a scientific statement does not require full personal commitment and is not a life changing event). The resulting
salvation experience or process entails the following results:

• salvation: being saved from spiritual death, the power of evil, and its penalties

    • regeneration: rebirth, new life -- total spiritual and moral change of the person's inner nature from God [John 3]

    • redemption: being bought back from death to one's rightful status, belonging to the Creator [Titus 2:14, Galatians
4:5]

    • atonement: covering over one's sins by Christ's sacrifice, which is applied to the individual when s/he is saved
[Romans 3:25, Hebrews 2:17]

    • propitiation: appeasing divine wrath or anger toward one's sins and sinfulness, due to Christ's death on one's
behalf [Ephesians 2, Romans 2-5]

• justification: being made morally right in God's sight, by virtue of Christ's substitutionary atonement [Romans 3]

• conversion: becoming a Christian and being spirutally changed; often accompanied by substantial visible moral,
emotional, and psychological changes [John 3, Acts 9]

• sanctification: entering into a life-long process of being spiritually and morally developed, grown, tested, matured,
and perfected

• eternal life: life forever with God, especially in God's direct presence in heaven for eternity -- life in both qualitative
and quantitative senses [many of Jesus' parables and dialogues]

• assurance: knowing for certain of one's eternal status [1 John]


